
Evan

1. Noun

2. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

3. Adjective

4. Noun

5. Adjective

6. Place

7. Adjective

8. Noun

9. Adjective

10. Adjective

11. Animal

12. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

13. Noun

14. Same Animal

15. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

16. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

17. Same Animal

18. Adjective

19. Same Animal

20. Adjective

21. Verb - Base Form

22. Noun
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Evan

Once upon a time, there was a boy named Evan. He was skilled at making Noun and Verb - 

Present ends in ING to Theo during class. He was also very respectful and was quick to apologize for his mistakes.

He had some Adjective Noun who enjoyed his sense of humor and his Adjective

remarks during discussions in class. He also had a great family, who unfortunately had to move to Place

. So with a few Adjective goodbyes to his friends at AICA, Evan jumped on a Noun and flew to

the islands of Hawaii. There he enjoyed a summer full of surfing Adjective waves. On one particularly

good day for Adjective waves, Evan was having a blast surfing, doing really cool stuff like Hang Tens,

when all of a sudden a huge animal starting Verb - Present ends in ING down the same Noun

Evan was riding. Evan was so alarmed to see the same animal Verb - Present ends in ING through the

wave on his tail, that Evan lost his concentration and went Verb - Present ends in ING into the water. When he

came to the surface again, he looked all around for the same animal . He couldn't find him anywhere. He

swam to shore to see if his Adjective friends had seen the same animal , but the hadn't seen him.

Evan was sad that his friends didn't believe him, and he wished his friends from AICA were there to hear his

Adjective story. He decided he would just have to Verb - Base Form them a Noun and tell

them all about it.
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